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SIMPLIFY your TRANSCRIPTION.

To find out how our iPhone/iPad transcription app can accelerate 
your revenue cycle, call 800-459-5616, email sales@surgicalnotes.com,  
or visit www.surgicalnotes.com.

Surgical Notes continues to separate themselves from the medical transcription 
market by focusing on the pain points of ambulatory surgery centers and by 
developing cutting edge solutions that automate the business office. Our latest 
transcription service feature, the iPhone/iPad transcription app, was designed 
specifically for our clients’ busy physicians. This workflow tool accelerates the 
transcription process while reducing manual processes. Physicians can view their 
personal schedules, dictate, and upload dictations to Surgical Notes as well as review, 
edit, and electronically sign their transcriptions, all from their mobile devices. Not only 
is the app a convenient tool for physicians, but it also benefits the business office by 
reducing A/R days.

iPhone/iPad Transcription App Key Features
 » User friendly workflow tool for physicians

 » Individual physician schedules can be viewed in real time

 » Dictate and upload to Surgical Notes for transcription

 » Edit and sign transcriptions electronically 

 » Speeds Reimbursement by reducing A/R days

 » Downloadable from iTunes

How can our iPhone/iPad transcription app expedite 
the transcription process?

 »  Practice Management System Interface: Integration of surgery schedules with 
the app ensures 100% data integrity of patient demographic information and 
eliminates the need to manually send schedules for verification.

 »  Dictation Reconciliation: A pending dictation list ensures that no dictation is 
forgotten to help avoid coding and billing delays. 

 »  Dictation Recording & Upload: Dictate and upload straight to Surgical Notes, on 
the go, eliminating the need to call a dictation line or utilize a handheld device.

 »  Easy Editing Through the iPad: Transcriptions are available for review as soon as 
the next business day and can be edited through the iPad app, simplifying the 
transcription review process. 

 »  Electronic Signature: Physicians can sign their transcriptions – individually 
or in batches – through the app with their finger or a stylus, enhancing the 
convenience of the system.

About  
Surgical Notes
Surgical Notes is a 
healthcare IT solutions 
company dedicated 
to developing cutting 
edge, innovative 
products and services 
for the ambulatory 
surgery center industry.  
As a company, we 
are large enough to 
understand the needs 
and complexities of 
the ASC environment 
yet nimble enough to 
deliver outstanding 
solutions and 
exceptional customer 
service in a timely and 
effective fashion.
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“We are extremely satisfied 
with Surgical Notes.  Our 
account manager is 
knowledgeable, readily 
available, and professional 
to the point that I allow her 
to communicate directly 
with our surgeons.  The entire 
Surgical Notes’ team is 
available to provide helpful 
support that immediately 
addresses any issues.”        

- Wade Burgess 
A Surgery Center 

Houston, TX


